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Resumen

Título: Gestión de energía de una locomotora híbrida dual equipada con pila de combustible, baterías, superconden-

sadores y acceso intermitente a la red eléctrica *

Autor: Diana Sofía Mendoza **

Palabras Clave: Gestión de energía, vehículo híbrido, batería, locomotora dual, supercondensador, pila de combus-

tible, repartición de potencia.

Descripción: Este trabajo de investigación de maestría propone una estrategia de gestión de energía (EMS por sus

siglas en inglés) para una locomotora híbrida de modo dual equipada con pila de combustible, supercondensadores y

baterías, y acceso intermitente a una catenaria aérea electrificada. La EMS modular define la distribución de energía

entre las fuentes de energía respetando las restricciones en las variables eléctricas del sistema. La estrategia está

inspirada en el diagrama de Ragone, el cual relaciona las características de potencia y energía de cada una de las

fuentes. La EMS no considera información o predicciones del consumo de carga futuro. La EMS en tiempo real

propuesta tiene como objetivo reducir una función de costo que considera el costo del hidrógeno, la electricidad

consumida de la red y la degradación de las fuentes de energía. Esta estrategia propuesta se centra en maximizar la

energía recuperada durante el frenado. El trabajo de investigación también introduce una metodología original para

ajustar los valores del conjunto de parámetros de la EMS, la cual se basa en el método experimental. Se emplean dos

casos de estudio para evaluar la EMS propuesta. Los resultados muestran que existe una oportunidad real de aumentar

la energía recuperada durante el frenado si se realiza una EMS apropiada.

* Trabajo de investigación

** Escuela de Ingenierías Eléctrica, Electrónica y telecomunicaciones. Director: Javier Solano Martínez, PhD. Inge-
niería Eléctrica
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Abstract

Title: Energy management of a hybrid locomotive equipped with fuel cell, batteries, supercapacitors and intermittent

access to electric network *

Author: Diana Sofía Mendoza **

Keywords: Energy management, hybrid vehicle, battery, dual-mode locomotive, supercapacitors, split power, fuel

cell.

Description: This master thesis proposes an energy management strategy (EMS) for a dual-mode hybrid locomotive

equipped with a fuel cell, supercapacitors and batteries, and intermittent access to an electrified overhead catenary. The

modular EMS defines the power distribution between the power sources respecting constraints in the electrical varia-

bles. It is inspired by the Ragone-plot and doesn’t consider information or predictions of the future load consumption.

The proposed real-time EMS aims to reduce a cost function that considers the cost of the hydrogen, the electricity

consumed from the network and the degradation of the energy sources. The EMS focuses on maximising the energy

recovered during braking. The research work also introduces an original methodology to tune the values for the set of

parameters of the EMS. Two study-cases are used to evaluate the proposed EMS. The results show that there is a real

opportunity to increase the energy recovered during braking if a proper EMS is performed.

* Research Work

** Escuela de Ingenierías Eléctrica, Electrónica y telecomunicaciones. Director: Javier Solano Martínez, PhD Elec-
trical Engineering.
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Introduction

A dual-mode locomotive has a common drivetrain that operates on not- and electrified

tracks. It allows driving a locomotive in a partially electrified railway. Considering the high cost of

the network electrification, this is a good compromise to reduce energy consumption in rail trans-

port Lhomme et al. (2018a). In this regard, Fuel cell (FC) locomotives are considered as a great

alternative to moving away from locomotives using diesel engines Din and Hillmansen (2018);

Hoffrichter et al. (2016); Hong et al. (2018); Li et al. (2017); Sarma and Ganguly (2019); Yone-

yama et al. (2007); Yedavalli et al. (2011). FC are not reversible and the responsiveness of the

gas supply limits its response. Therefore, the time constants as obtained from step responses of

electrical power are rather, pointing to a rather low bandwidth and a low access speed Strunz and

Brock (2006). For these reasons, the FC cannot be considered as a unique source for electrical

locomotives. Supercapacitors (SC) and batteries offer a high efficiency and a high speed of access

to electrical energy. They are therefore, an ideal complement to the fuel cell in hybrid electric lo-

comotives Baert et al. (2013); Jaafar et al. (2009); Strunz and Louie (2009); Radu et al. (2019).

Control of FC, and in general, hybrid locomotives is a very complex problem. For the sake

of ease, it can be subdivided into two independent problems: to define driving strategies based on

optimal speed trajectories and to determine power distribution among the available sources.

Many researches aim to define optimal speed trajectories using analytical techniques such
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as Pontryagin Minimum Principle Khmelnitsky (2000); Albrecht et al. (2016); Liu and Golovitcher

(2003) or numerical methods such as dynamic programming Franke et al. (2000); Sorrentino et al.

(2020); Haahr et al. (2017). These techniques require a perfect knowledge of the operating condi-

tions during a mission. This could be true for a great number of locomotives periodically running

on the same track according to a strict timetable.

Methodologies to determine optimal train speed profiles are proposed in both theory and

applications, but they are complicated and complex to achieve. In real operation conditions, the

train may not always follow the planned schedule. It wont arrive at or depart from the station

on time because of unpredictable traffic conditions, unplanned stops, unsteady driving behaviors,

passenger demand variations, infrastructure failures, or even the willingness of the train driver to

follow the recommended speed profile Yin et al. (2016); Lanneluc et al. (2018); Yang et al. (2018).

As these optimal speed profiles are theoretical but difficult to follow, then real-time ope-

ration adjustment recommended Gu et al. (2014). Therefore, developing on-line algorithms that

consider dynamic situations such as traffic in the path ahead may be more applicable for practical

purposes Saadat et al. (2016). Heuristic solutions such as Fuzzy logic Cucala et al. (2012); Saadat

et al. (2016) or genetic algorithms Bocharnikov et al. (2007); Hwang (1998) are often proposed to

define the optimal speed trajectory references.

Once the speed profile is determined, using the dynamical model of the train, braking and
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traction forces profiles are computed. These are used to compute power profiles in the locomoti-

ve power bus. The new challenge consists of defining the power and energy distribution among

the available sources. Energy management strategies (EMS) are designed to determine power and

energy distributions among the energy sources for a given bus power profile. The solutions aim to

minimize a multi-objective cost function while respecting static and dynamic constraints to limit

the power, currents and the state-of-charge (SOC) of the energy storage sources.

As stated before, in real operation conditions, it is not easy to predict power profiles, and

then real-time EMS are more than desirable. The proposed EMS should guarantee good perfor-

mances even without knowledge of train speed and power profiles. Rule-based approaches lean

on human experience to design EMS algorithms to define the power distribution. Compared with

other approaches, these strategies are intuitive and easier to implement. Many researches propose

rule-based methodologies to determine the power distribution in hybrid trains Allègre et al. (2010);

Ciccarelli et al. (2012); Iannuzzi and Tricoli (2012); Radu et al. (2019).

The energy dissipated during train braking particularly in suburban, rural and freight trains

can be very high. In some cases, as the urban systems the energy can be recovery trough the cate-

nary. In some urban rail systems, this value can be up to 50% of the net traction energy González-

Gil et al. (2014, 2013). Thus, it is not surprising that one of the most significant opportunities to

reduce the energy consumption in trains is to perform an efficient use of energy regenerated during

braking. Regenerative braking can be used by other trains, but it is only possible if, at the same
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time, a train is accelerating and another is braking, then a sophisticated, coordinated train con-

trol and time-scheduling is required Gordon and Lehrer (1998); Kampeerawat and Koseki (2019);

Khayyam et al. (2018). These approaches are promising at least in theory, however in real opera-

tion, they are still very complex to implement. The braking energy can be supplied to the power

system using substations that require a very high investment at least in DC networks González-Gil

et al. (2013).

Embedded energy storage sources such as supercapacitors or batteries are used to perform

recovery braking. They are a more viable alternative to recover energy during braking. This op-

tion is similar to the one used in application with a high start/stop frequency such as elevators

driven by synchronous machines Raghavendra Rao and Mahesh (2018); Rao et al. (2018). These

embedded sources present additional advantages such as reduction of peak power demand, reduc-

tion of energy losses in the catenary and a certain degree of autonomy for catenary-free services

González-Gil et al. (2014).

Most of the works published in energy recovering using embedded sources focus on metro

trains and tramways, considering their frequent start/stops. Most of these researches estimates a

reduction in total energy consumption around 12-35% when using SC. Simulation results reported

in literature shows reductions of 33% for a metro line in Brussels Barrero et al. (2008), 24% for

a metro line in Madrid Domínguez et al. (2011), 25% for a tramway in Mannheim Destraz et al.

(2007), or 30% for and 30% for a Blackpool tramway Chymera et al. (2008) are reported in litera-
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ture. The research presented in Lanneluc et al. (2018), oriented to freight trains, shows that using

a storage unit to enable regenerative braking reduces up to 25% of the total energy.

Experimental research has pointed out that supercapacitors can recover most of the energy

recovered in braking Solano et al. (2013); Ciccarelli et al. (2012); Iannuzzi and Tricoli (2012). An

experimental study suggests a reduction around 16% energy savings in a tramway in Paris Mosko-

witz and Cohuau (2010). Moreover, experimental tests performed so far on a light railway vehicle

prototype of Bombardier Transportation have highlighted that the energy saved using SCs could

be approximately equal to 30% Steiner et al. (2007).

This work aims to solve the problem proposed in the IEEE VTS motor vehicles challenge

2019 - energy management of a dual-mode locomotive Lhomme et al. (2018b). It consists in pro-

posing an EMS for a dual-mode locomotive equipped with a fuel cell, supercapacitors, batteries

and access to an electrified overhead catenary. The solution must minimize a cost function that

considers the consumption of the electricity network, the consumption of the hydrogen, the life-

time of the fuel cell and the lifetime of the energy sources. The solutions to the challenge must

respect an additional constraint: no previous knowledge of the speed or power profile is allowed to

compute the power distribution.

This work proposes an extended version of the research presented in Mendoza et al. (2019),

which was the best solution submitted to the IEEE VTS motor vehicles challenge 2019. This EMS
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has new objectives such as maximizing the energy recovered during braking, which can represent

an important part of the total energy losses of the train. The report is organized as follows: Section 2

introduces the global energy management strategy. Then it presents the local energy management

strategies for the fuel cell, batteries, supercapacitors and DC bus capacitor. Section 3 presents

simulation results, and Section 4 presents the conclusions.
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1. Objectives

1.1. General Objective

Design, implement and evaluate a power flow distribution strategy that reduces the overall

operating cost of a dual locomotive.

1.2. Specific objectives

Design a rule-based energy management strategy for a dual-mode locomotive equipped

with batteries, fuel cells, supercapacitors and access to the electrical network, presented

inLhomme et al. (2018a).

Implement the proposed strategy in MATLAB-Simulink.

Evaluate the proposed strategy by comparing it with the strategy presented in Mendoza et al.

(2019). The proposed strategy should reduce the global cost function defined in Lhomme

et al. (2018a), which considers the degradation of sources, hydrogen consumption and the

change in the state of charge in energy storage systems.
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2. Model of the dual-mode locomotive

The considered hybrid locomotive can be powered by a non-reversible DC overhead line

through a pantograph or using an on-board fuel cell (FC) with batteries and supercapacitors (SC).

The sources are connected to the DC bus using power converters. The characteristics of locomotive

sources and power converters are presented in Appendix 2. Figure 1 presents the schematic of the

dual-mode locomotive.

Figure 1. Structural scheme of the studied locomotive
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The proposed Energy Management Strategy (EMS) defines current references for the fuel

cell system i f cS(t), the battery system ibS(t), the supercapacitor system iscS(t) and the braking

resistor ibr(t). The current supplied by the pantograph ipant(t), when available, and the current

supplied to/by the DC bus capacitor ibus depend on the DC bus capacitor voltage which can be

indirectly controlled. The current consumed by the motor drives itr(t) and the ancillary iaux(t) are

not known a priori. The current distribution between the sources and loads, at the DC bus level,
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respects the balance defined in Equation 1.

i f cS(t) + ibS(t) + iscS(t) + ibr(t) + ipant(t) = itr(t) + iaux(t) + ibus(t) (1)

2.1. Constraints

The solutions must respect constraints in the sources powers, currents, voltages and SOC.

One additional challenge to consider, is that the EMS references are given at the DC bus level,

after the power converters, but most of the constraints are given in the terminals of each source

before the power converters.These constraints are defined for the voltage and current in the termi-

nals of the fuel cell i f c(t), v f c(t), the battery ib(t), vb(t) and the supercapacitor isc(t), vsc(t). The

batteries and supercapacitors states-of-charge SOC SOCb, SOCsc are also constrained. Additional

constraints are given for the power supplied by the power converters pscS(t), p f cS(t), pbS(t) and

pbr(t).

The restrictions for a generic source k and its power converter ks are presented below.

Vkmin < vk (t)<Vkmax
(2)

SOCkmin < SOCk (t)< SOCkmax
(3)
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Ikmin < ik (t)< Ikmax
(4)

dIk

dt min
<

dik
dt

(t)<
dik
dt max

(5)

Pksmin < pks (t)< Pksmax
(6)

2.2. Cost function

The viable solutions are evaluated and compared using a multi-objective functionetot com-

posed of six cost functions to minimize Lhomme et al. (2018a):

1. the hydrogen consumption eH2 . It depends on the H2 mass flow, which at its time depends

on the current supplied by the fuel cell.

εH2(t) =
H2−cost

1.103

∫ t

0
ṁH2(t)dt (7)

with ṁH2(t) the hydrogen mass flow (g/s) and H2−cost the hydrogen cost per unit of hydro-

gen mass ( e/kg ).

2. the FC degradation e f c. The fuel cell degradation function ∆ f c(t) depends on the power

operation p f c(t) and the start number Nstart of the fuel cell.Chen et al. (2015); Herr et al.
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(2017)

∆ f c(t) = Nstart∆start(t)+
∫ t

0
δ (t)dt (8)

δ (t) =
δ0

3600

(
1+

α
P2

f c−rat

(
p f c(t)−Pf c−rat

)2

)
(9)

with ∆start (t) the start-stop degradation coefficient, δ0 and α load coefficients and Pf c−rat the

rated power of the fuel cell (W). The operational cost of the fuel cell can then be deduced

from ∆ f c(t)

ε f c(t) =
Pf c−rat

1.103 FCcost∆ f c(t) (10)

with FCcost the fuel cell cost per unit of power ( e /kW ).

3. the SC degradation esc.

The degradation function of the supercapacitors ∆sc(t) is calculated by the ratio between the

use time tuse and the expected lifetime:

∆SC(t) =
tuse

30.103 (11)
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The operational cost of the supercapacitors can then be deduced from ∆sc(t)

εsc(t) = Esc−ratSCcost∆sc(t) (12)

with Esc−rat the rated energy of the supercapacitors (kWh) and SCcost the supercapacitors

cost per unit of energy (e/kWh)

4. the batteries degradation ebat .

The battery degradation function ∆b(t) depends of the state of charge with f (SOCb) and

power dynamics with g(ib)Babazadehet al. (2014)

∆b(t) =
1

3600.15 ·103 ·Qb−rat

∫ t

0
| f (SOCb) ·g(ib) · ib(t)|dt (13)

with Qb−rat and ib(t) respectively the rated capacity (Ah) and the current (A) of the battery.

The operational cost of the battery can then be calculated from ∆b(t)

εb(t) = Eb−ratBcost∆b(t) (14)

with Eb−rat the rated energy of the battery (kWh) and Bcost the battery cost per unit of energy

(e/kWh).
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5. the electricity consumed from the network enet .

εnet(t) =
Ncost

3600.1.106

∫ t

0
pline(t)dt (15)

with pline(t) the instantaneous power (W) delivered by the DC line of the electricity network,

and Ncost the cost of the electricity network per unit of energy ( e/MWh ), which takes into

account the public electricity network tariffs.

6. the battery and SC charge sustaining cost after the cycle esust .

εsust(t) =
Ncost

1.103

(
ηdc−b−avg ·Eb−end +ηdc−sc−avg ·Esc-end

) (16)

with ηdc−b−avg and ηdc−sc−avg the average value of the efficiency maps of the boost chop-

pers; and Eb−end and Esc−end the energy stored of the battery and supercapacitors at the end

of the simulation (kWh). The sustainability cost esust can be negative if the final SOC of the

SC or batteries are higher than the initial.

3. Energy Management Strategy of a Dual-mode Locomotive

This chapter will present the proposed Energy Management Strategy for the dual-mode

locomotive presented in Chapter 2. The Section 3.1 will present the strategy in a general way and

the next sections will present the strategy in a particular way for each source of the system .
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3.1. Global Energy Management Strategy

In the strategy, the fuel cell will delivery the average energy. The batteries and superca-

pacitors will assume the transient power, especially when there is a change in the required train

power, the supercapacitors will delivery power at the first place. The supercapacitors must have

an adequate SOC that allows them to recover energy during braking and delivery energy during

acceleration. The batteries perform the SC SOC regulation. Each source has some particularities,

and these will be explained bellow at the local strategies.

Considering the characteristics and constraints of each energy source, and inspired on the

Ragone-plot illustrated in Figure 3, a rule-based global EMS is proposed and implemented. The

Figure 2 presents the global EMS formed by local strategies for each source. The FC is the primary

energy source embedded in the dual-mode locomotive. Together with the pantograph, when availa-

ble, they must supply the total energy consumed by the traction system. However, during braking,

the FC current is reduced to limit the energy dissipated in the braking resistor. The pantograph is

an interesting source in terms of power and energy, but the EMS has to consider its intermittent

availability (dual-mode EMS). The batteries are characterized by a good compromise between po-

wer and energy. They can be used to provide energy to the load and in regenerative braking. The

SC, as the main power source of the locomotive, is used to balance the current in the Equation (1) .
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Figure 2. Dual mode locomotive EMS
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Figure 3. Ragone plot and energy flow between the locomotive’s sources
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The guidelines listed below are proposed to define the EMS rules.

The FC and the pantograph recharge the batteries.

The batteries regulates the SC SOC.

The SC regulates the DC bus voltage.
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The braking resistor use must be avoided.

Compared with the previous EMS presented in Mendoza et al. (2019), this one is oriented

to reduce the energy consumed in the braking resistor. Two sets of rules are used to reach this

objective. The first one rapidly decreases the output power of the fuel cell when braking is detected.

The second set of rules allows using the DC bus capacitor to store part of the braking energy. The

local energy management strategies allowing reaching the proposed objectives are presented in the

next sections .

3.2. Fuel Cell local energy management strategy

The FC is the primary energy source embedded in the locomotive. As the FC has strong

constraints to fast changes in the supplied current, its local EMS doesn’t consider information

about the current consumed by the loads or provided by the sources. The degradation is fast acce-

lerated when turning the FC off and on again.

In normal operation, the FC only objective is to regulate the batteries SOC. The reference for

its current i f cSre f will increase with the reduction on the batteries measured state-of-charge SOCb

compared with an static reference SOCbre f . Here, this reference is constant and considered an opti-

mization parameter. This SOC regulation is performed by a proportional controller, with K f c gain.

The proportional controller is used to define the fuel cell current reference i f cre f considering

the error between the batteries state-of-charge SOCb and its reference SOCbre f . Figure 4 illustrates

i f cre f for three different values for K f c. Here, K f c1 is the maximal and K f c3 is the minimal feasible

value for the controller gain.

A second operation mode is considered when the locomotive is braking fast. This is when a
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Figure 4. Static reference for i f cre f
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negative acceleration aloco goes below a predetermined value amin. In this operation mode, regene-

rative braking is activated, and the batteries and the SC are expected to operate at maximal recharge

current. To avoid, or at least reduce, the dissipation of energy in the braking resistor, during strong

braking detection (SBD), the fuel cell current reference is fast reduced to a low value I f clow . The

Figure 5 presents the strategy behavior in the second operation mode, for a speed profile example.

Additionally, due to the high degradation cost, the EMS must prevent the fuel cell to turns off as

possible, and the current reference is then limited by a lower bound I f clow . Finally, the FC current

must respect the static I f cmax and dynamic dI f cmax limits defined by the characteristics of the source.

The fuel cell reference current is computed using Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5. Second operation mode for i f cre f
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Algorithm 1: FC local EMS
Result: Define i f cSre f

read FC parameters: I f cmax , dI f cmax

read FC EMS parameters: K f c, SoCbre f , I f clow,amin

read measures: SOCb, i f c, aloco

if aloco ≤ amin then
i f cre f ∗= I f clow

else
i f cre f ∗∗= K f c(SOCbre f −SOCb)

i f cre f ∗= max(I f clow,min(I f cmax , i f cre f ∗∗))
end

if i f cre f ∗ ≥ i f c +dI f cmax then
i f cre f = i f c +dI f cmax

else
i f cre f = i f cre f ∗

end
if i f cre f ∗ ≤ i f c −dI f cmax then

i f cre f = i f c −dI f cmax

else
i f cre f = i f cSre f ∗

end
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3.3. Batteries local energy management strategy

The batteries transfer energy from the fuel cell to the supercapacitors. This condition is

mandatory to ensure the SC system can operate as the main power transitory source. The batteries

don’t have the same dynamic limitations as the FC and can be used as a power source and in

less degree for regenerative braking. The reference for its current ibre f increases if the SC state-of-

charge SOCsc decreases compared with a dynamic reference SOCscre f . This control is performed

using a proportional controller with Kb gain and is shown in Figure 6. Here, Kb1 is the maximal

and Kb3 is the minimal feasible value for the controller gain.

Several researches suggest to define a dynamic reference for the supercapacitor state-of-

charge considering the speed and kinetic energy of the vehicle Solano et al. (2011); Ciccarelli

et al. (2012); Iannuzzi and Tricoli (2012); Allègre et al. (2010). The reference for the SC state of

charge (SOCscre f ) depends on the train speed: at maximal speed Velmax the SC are discharged to

a minimal state of charge (SOCscVelmax): this enables enough place to store the energy recovered

by the regenerative braking hence minimizing the risk of using the braking resistor. When the

locomotive is stopped, the UC are recharged until a maximal state of charge (SOCscVel0), and this

enables enough energy in the SC to support accelerating the train.

A proportional controller is used to define SOCscre f : a decreasing function of the train speed,

which is directly related to the kinetic energy of the train. This controller is illustrated in Figure

7. The batteries local EMS does not consider the power consumed by the load or provided by the

other sources.
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The batteries reference current is computed using Algorithm 2.

Figure 6. Reference for ibre f (t)
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Algorithm 2: Batteries Local EMS
Result: Define ibSre f

read batteries parameters: Ibattmax , Ibattmin

read EMS parameters: SOCscVel0 , SoCscVelmax
, Velmax

read measures: SOCsc, Velloco

SoCscre f = SOCscVel0 −
Velloco
Velmax

(SOCscVel0 −SOCscVelmax
)

ibSre f ∗= Kb(SOCscre f −SOCsc)

ibSre f = max(Ibattmin,min(Ibattmax , ibSre f ∗))
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3.4. Supercapacitors local EMS

The SC system balances the currents consumed by the locomotive and provided by the

FC system and batteries system. Additionally, the SC system regulates the DC bus voltage level,

supplying a regulation current ibus. The algorithm to define this current is presented in the next

subsection.

As the SCS balance the currents supplied and consumed by the loads, the SC EMS only uses

currents as inputs. Additionally, and compared with the FC and batteries, the UC system reference

current iscSre f is the only reference directly computed at the DC bus level side. The UC system

reference current is computed using Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Supercapacitors Local EMS
Result: Define iscre f

read SC parameters:Iscsmax , Iscsmin

read control references: Ibusre f

read measures: itr, iaux, i f cS, ibS

i∗scSre f
= ibusre f + itr + iaux − i f cS − ibS

iscSre f = max(Iscsmin,min(Iscsmax , i
∗
scSre f

))

3.5. Braking resistor local energy management strategy

A braking resistor is implemented in the locomotive. It is modeled as a perfectly controlla-

ble current source Lhomme et al. (2018a). The braking resistor use must be minimized. However,

during braking, the excess of power that cannot be stored in the SC and batteries should be sent to

the braking resistor to avoid overvoltages in the DC bus. This local EMS has no parameters. The

braking resistor reference current ibrre f is computed using Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4: Braking resistor Local EMS
Result: Define ibrre f

read measures: itr, iaux, i f cS, ibS, iscS

i∗brre f
= itr + iaux − i f cS − ibS − iscS

ibrre f = max(0, i∗brre f
))

3.6. DC Bus energy management strategy

The DC bus voltage local energy management strategy depends on the presence or not of

the pantograph. The main difference between the two operations modes is the reference for the DC

bus operation voltage. The DC bus voltage level depends on the energy supplied to/from the DC

bus capacitor. A regulation current ibus(t) can be supplied to/from the capacitor to control the DC

bus voltage. As the capacitor current depends on the balance showed in Equation 1, and the DC bus

capacitor has not a power converter, this current has to be indirectly controlled. To keep the DC bus

voltage constant, ibus(t) in Equation 1 is set to zero. Then the UCS balance the current supplied

by the sources and consumed by the loads. To increase/decrease the DC bus voltage, the UCS

provides more/less current than required in this balance. This excess of current ibus(t) is supplied

by the DC bus capacitor and increases/decreases the DC bus voltage. A proportional controller

is used to determine the reference value for ibus(t). The input of this controller is the difference

between the DC bus voltage reference vbusre f and measure vbus(t). With or without pantograph,

only one proportional controller with Kbus gain is implemented. This controller is illustrated in

Figure 9
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Figure 8. Reference for ibusre f
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3.6.1. Mode Pantograph ON

The pantograph is a secondary source that can be eventually used to supply power to rechar-

ge the batteries. The energy from the pantograph cannot be directly controlled. This is indirectly

done by controlling the DC bus voltage, as explained before. If the DC bus voltage is lower than

the pantograph voltage, the power flows from the network to the locomotive. If the DC bus voltage

has the same magnitude of the pantograph, the flow of power will be zero.

If the batteries are charged, the DC bus voltage reference vbusre f is set to the same value of the pan-

tograph voltage Vline. When the batteries are discharged, and its SOC goes beyond a low boundary

SOCblow , the DC bus voltage reference vbusre f is set to a lower value, to consume power from the

pantograph. In this research work, the pantograph supplies a constant current Irech.
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3.6.2. Mode Pantograph OFF

The DC bus capacitor can store a limited amount of energy during strong braking. When

the train is in normal operation vbusre f is set to a low value Vlow. This voltage should respect the

restrictions of the DC bus.

When strong braking is detected, vbusre f is set to a high value Vhigh. This condition allows storing

some of the braking energy in the capacitor. The DC bus voltage regulation current reference is

computed using Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5: Local DC Bus Capacitor EMS
Result: Define ibusre f

read DC bus/pantograph parameters: Rpanto,Vline, Ibuslow , Ibushigh

read EMS parameters: SOCblow , Irech,Vhigh,Vlow,amin

read measures: SOCb, Vbus, aloco,PantographON

if pantograph ON then

if SOCb > SOCblow then
vbusre f (t) =Vline

else
vbusre f (t) =Vline −RpantoIrech

end

else
if aloco ≤ amin then

vbusre f (t) =Vhigh

else
vbusre f (t) =Vlow

end
end
Ibusre f ∗= Kbus(Vbusre f −Vbus) Ibusre f = max(Ibuslow,min(Ibusmax , Ibusre f ∗))
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3.7. Dual-mode EMS and parameters

Figure 2 illustrates the global EMS for the dual-mode locomotive. This strategy requires

defining two sets of parameters. The first subset of parameters is related to the sources characteris-

tics and constraints e.g. the maximal current. The second set of parameters is related to the local

EMS for each source e.g. the proportional controllers gains.

The first subset has 9 parameters: the maximal FC current I f cmax , the maximal change of

the FC current in a computing period dI f cmax , the maximal batteries current Ibattmax , the minimal

batteries current Ibattmin , the maximal SC current, the minimal SC current, the maximal locomotive

speed Velmax, the pantograph resistance Rpanto and the network voltage Vline.

The subset related to the local EMS has 14 parameters: 3 for the local FC EMS, 7 for the local DC

bus EMS, 3 for the local batteries EMS and the acceleration to identify Strong braking amin.

The local FC EMS requires the proportional gain K f c, the minimal FC current I f clow , and the batte-

ries SOC reference SOCbatre f . The local batteries EMS requires: the SC SOC reference at maximal

locomotive speed SOCscVelmax , the SC SOC reference when locomotive stopped SOCscVel0 and the

proportional gain Kb.

The local DC bus EMS requires the maximal Ibushigh and minimal Ibuslow bus current, the constant

pantograph current Irech, the proportional gain Kbus, the batteries SOC reference for start panto-

graph recharge SOCblow and the voltage references for normal operation Vlow and strong braking
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without pantograph Vhigh.

4. EMS parameters Selection

For any load profile, an optimal set of EMS parameters should minimize the cost function

presented in Section 2.2 and respect the constraints defined in Section 2.1. With all the EMS para-

meters listed, the next challenge is to identify their optimal values. Some authors use heuristic or

analytical optimization techniques to determine sets of optimal EMS parameters. These sets can

be optimal for a determined profile but not optimal for every possible profile. This tuning process

strongly depends on the problem specifications. However, optimizing any EMS for these evalua-

tion profiles doesn’t guarantee optimally for an unknown scoring profile.

4.1. EMS parameters tuning

In this research work a simple methodology to determine the EMS parameters. This metho-

dology is inspired by the experimental method Friedman et al. (1994); Wagner et al. (2014), and

the Taguchi approach Taguchi and Phadke (1989). It is a systematic approach to understand how

EMS parameters affect the system dynamics and cost functions. The proposed method consists of

evaluating in a feasible space of solutions several sets of parameters.

The main set of parameters WEMS is composed of subsets of feasible solutions for each

parameter

WEMS = {w1,w2,w3, . . . ,wm}
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Each parameter subset wi is composed of xi levels (feasible solutions). These subsets are defined

using the following methodology:

First, boundaries for each of the EMS parameters are defined. It is necessary to carefully

select lower and higher limits (wilow and wihigh) to generate a feasible search space.

Then the xi levels for each parameter are determined. This number could be different for

each parameter. The subsets with feasible values are generated as illustrated below:

wi →{wi1 ,wi2,wi3 , . . .win}︸ ︷︷ ︸
feasible solutions range

with wi1 = wilow and win = wihigh

Finally, a full factorial experiment is performed. It is an exhaustive research of all the feasi-

ble combinations of levels for each parameter (solutions). This experiment requires SN simulations

given by

SN =
m

∏
i=1

xi (17)

where m is the total number of parameters.

The figure 10 presents the case when the parameters set to optimize is

WEMS = {A,B,C,D}
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Then the high and low limits are defined in a feasible space for each parameter

A → Alow = A1, Ahigh = A2

B → Blow = B1, Bhigh = B3

C →Clow =C1, Chigh =C3

D → Dlow = D1, Dhigh = D3

Considering the limits low and high, the number of levels for each parameter is chosen. It

means the values between the limits for testing. For the A parameter case, there are selected two

levels. For the cases of B, C, D, three levels are chosen. The parameters sets generated, taking into

account the search space, are presented in Figure 10. The parameters set that corresponds to the

Simulation 1 is given by {A1,B1,C1,D1}.

For example, in the case of Simulation 43, the parameters set organized to do the simulation

is {A2,B2,C3,D1}. The simulations number for this feasible search space is given by the equation

(17), and this is

SN = xA · xB · xC · xD

SN = 2 ·3 ·3 ·3 = 54

In the dual-mode locomotive EMS parameters search, a full fractional experiment is performed for

each consumption profile provided for IEEE VTS Motor Vehicles Challenge 2019 organizers.
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Then in each experiment, for each simulation, a Total Cost value is obtained. For Figure 10,

54 different Total Cost values and 54 different Energy Wasted in the Braking Resistor values are

obtained. The next step consists of selecting the parameters set that provide the less Total Cost and

the less Energy Wasted in the Braking Resistor.

Notably, as a full fractional experiment is done for each consume profile, a single set of pa-

rameters must be selected under the less Total Cost and the Energy Wasted in the Braking Resistor

conditions. The results obtained for each speed profile are presented in the Appendix 1. This is

done to guarantee the versatile of the strategy for any power consumption profile, and especially

for unknown power profiles used to evaluate the EMS.

The computational cost of this method could be prohibitive when the number of solutions

increases. Simultaneous optimization of all the parameters will exponentially increase the number

of solutions. An alternative iterative algorithm is used to reduce the computational cost. The op-

timizable parameters are divided into two groups. In a first step, the FC local EMS and batteries

local EMS are simultaneously optimized with the other parameters constant. After this, in a second

step, the DC bus local EMS parameters are optimized, keeping the other parameters constant. This

process is repeated until the best solution between successive iterations has not a significant im-

provement. The output of this methodology can be considered as a set of near-optimal parameters
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for the proposed EMS.

5. Validation results

The proposed EMS is evaluated by simulations using the dual-mode locomotive model, and

speed and bus power profiles provided by the IEEE VTS motor vehicles challenge 2019 organizers

Lhomme et al. (2018a).

Following the rules and the IEEE VTS Motor Vehicles Challenge’s philosophy, the three

profiles presented in Lhomme et al. (2018a) are used to tune the EMS. This tuning is performed

following the methodology presented in Section 2.10. A fourth power profile, provided by the

organizers of the IEEE VTS Motor Vehicles Challenge 2020, is used to evaluate the EMS. This

profile was unknown to the challenge participants and is not used to tune the EMS. The scoring

profiles are illustrated in Figure 11. All the solutions must respect the constraints in Table 1. Two

study cases are presented, the two cases use the same sources model and power profiles, but they

consider two different hydrogen consumption models illustrated in Figure 14.

Each one of the considered study cases has a specific purpose: the first evaluation aims to

highlight the principal contributions of the EMS, compared with the EMS proposed in Mendoza

et al. (2019). The second evaluation main objective is to demonstrate that the proposed strategy can

almost eliminate the necessity to use the braking resistor and then maximize the energy recovered

using regenerative braking.
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Table 1
Constraints

Parameter (constraints) Value

FC maximal current 1400[A]
FC maximal current rate change 50[A/s]
FCS maximal power 500[kW]

Batteries maximal SOC 1
Batteries minimal SOC 0.2
Batteries maximal current (discharge) 3200 [A]
Batteries minimal current (charge) 800 [A]
Batteries maximal power 2[MW]

SC maximal SOC 1
SC minimal SOC 0.35
SC maximal current (charge & discharge) 1900 [A]
SC maximal power 2[MW]
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Figure 10. Full Fractional Experiment Performance
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Figure 11. Traction + auxiliaries power and Speed profile
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5.1. First H2 consumption model

For the first validation scenario, the cost function defined in Lhomme et al. (2018a). The

simulation results are compared with the proposed by Mendoza et al. (2019). These results are not

optimal, but they were the best solution submitted to the IEEE VTS motor vehicles challenge 2019.

The methodology in Section 4.1 is used to find a set of parameters of the EMS. Figures 12

presents the best results submitted to the IEEE VTS Motors Vehicles Challenge 2019. Figures 13,

illustrates the results obtained with the new EMS. The total cost is 6.03e for the original EMS

and 1.21e for the new EMS. The original EMS has a braking resistor energy consumption of 3.03

kWh. The improved strategy has a braking resistor energy consumption of 2.85 kWh.

In both EMS, the FC starts operating in a high power zone to recharge the batteries until

the desired state-of-charge. After this, the fuel cell operates in a high-efficiency zone, keeping the

batteries charged. In the new EMS, when strong braking is detected, the fuel cell power decreases

its output power, at the maximal rate, to reduce the necessity to use the braking resistor. Elimina-

ting this waste of energy is, however, only possible when the fuel cell operates in a high-efficiency

zone. In this specific study case, after the first hour needed to recharge the batteries. The high dif-

ference observed in the total cost obtained with the two EMS is mainly due to the sustainability

cost, because the energy stored in the batteries at the end of the mission is much higher in the new

strategy.
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It has been demonstrated with this first study case that a considerable reduction in the total

cost of the mission can be obtained using the new EMS. The work presented in Jia et al. (2019)

proposes a rule-based EMS where the FC operates supplying high power all the time. This power

is used to recharge the SC and batteries to their maximal SOC. In this strategy, the total cost is

even negative -4.69e.

In the scoring cycle, the locomotive is driven for 70.86 km during more than two hours. The

locomotive and its ancillaries consume around 260 kWh. Using the model provided by Lhomme

et al. (2018a), the hydrogen consumption is 88 grams with the proposed EMS, and 90 and 178 for

the EMS in Mendoza et al. (2019) and Jia et al. (2019) respectively. These results are not realistic:

one gram of hydrogen stores about 0.04 kWh. A FC with 50% (high) average efficiency consumes

around 50g H2 to produce one electrical kWh. Around 13kg of H2 are needed to supply the energy

consumed by the locomotive. Additional H2 is required to provide the system energy losses and

to recharge the SC and batteries. As the H2 consumption is underestimated, the equivalent cost of

energy produced by the fuel cell is very low compared with the expected in a realistic fuel cell.

With this consumption model, it is better to use the fuel cell to produce energy to recharge the

batteries and SC. For this reason, the solutions presented by Jia et al. (2019) or Mendoza et al.

(2019) operate the FC close to the maximal power and were the best solutions to the IEEE VTS

motor vehicles challenge 2019.
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Figure 12. IEEE VTS Motors Vehicles Challenge 2019 best solution
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Figure 13. IEEE VTS Motors Vehicles Challenge 2019 - new EMS
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5.2. Second H2 consumption model

A second evaluation of the EMS is performed using the same speed and bus power pro-

file but a different H2 consumption model, the Figure 14 compares the two different hydrogen

comsumption models . The new model is inspired by the proposed in IEEE VTS Motors Vehi-

cles Challenge 2017. The model for calculating the cost of recharging at the end of the cycle was

changed. The equation (16) was replaced by the equation (18).

εsust2 =
Ncost

103 (∆SOCbEbrate +∆SOCscEscrate) (18)

where,

∆SOCb = SOCbinit −SOCbmeas

∆SOCsc = SOCscinit −SOCscmeas

Figure 14. H2 flow models
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The methodology proposed in Section 4.1 is used to find a set of parameters of the proposed

EMS. Figure 15 illustrates the results obtained with the new H2 consumption model. The new
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total cost is 57.56e and 14 kg of H2. In this case, the fuel cell operates in a high power zone

to recharge the batteries until the desired state-of-charge. However, the desired SOC with this

strategy is much lower than with the previous EMS, and the fuel cell will work in this operation

mode only for a few minutes compared with one hour in the previous study case. When strong

braking is detected, the FC power decreases at its minimal power at the maximal rate, to reduce

the necessity to use the braking resistor. As the fuel cell does not operate a long time in high power

mode, the energy dissipated in the braking resistor is almost eliminated. The proposed DC bus

voltage regulation strategy allows recovering part of the braking energy. The energy consumed in

the braking resistor is 0.064 kWh, around 50 times less than the energy dissipated with the previous

EMS. This reduction is illustrated in Figure 16. Table 2 summarizes the results obtained with the

new strategy and compare it with the results obtained with the old strategy, in terms of recovery

of braking energy. It is demonstrated here that using this EMS, the energy recovered in braking

can be improved. Considering the efficiency of the FC, and the energy consumed by the load, the

optimal consumption should be around 13kg of H2. These results confirm that using the proposed

EMS, and the results are close to the expected optimal values.

Table 2
Results

Variables Original EMS New EMS

Recovered braking energy [%] 91.5 99.8
Energy consumption reduction[%] 11.7 12.8
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Figure 15. New H2 consumption model - New EMS
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Figure 16. Braking resistor power
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5.3. Conclusion

This master thesis proposed an EMS to define power distribution references in a dual-mode

locomotive equipped with a FC system, a SC system, batteries, a braking resistor and intermittent

access to a DC electrified overhead line. The solution proposed is a rule-based approach inspired on

the Ragone plot. The proposed EMS is relatively simple and conceived to be intuitive and easy to

implement. The master thesis also introduces a simple methodology to tune the EMS parameters.

As illustrated with the two study cases, the parameters of the EMS strongly depends on the problem

characteristics, such as the price of the electricity from the network or the hydrogen.

As the EMS has a low number of parameters, future research can scope on improving the
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tuning procedure, using optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms. New research should

also focus on including GPS information in the EMS: anticipating potential energy gains at nega-

tive slope profiles, the SC and batteries SOC references can be modified to enable recovering this

energy. Even if the results are not optimal, this strategy is straightforward to implement and could

be easily adapted to be used in other FC-UC-Batt hybrid sources.

In the study case, up to 99.8% of the braking energy in a freight train can be recovered. This sa-

ving represents a 8.3% increase of the energy recovered and 1.1% of the total energy consumption,

compared with the work presented in Mendoza et al. (2019). The global energy consumption re-

duction in these trains is estimated by 12.8% using UC. These results suggest that in applications

with a higher frequency of start/stops like metro trains or tramways, this reduction could be even

more than 30%. This demonstrates, that using a well designed EMS, the energy recovered during

braking in embedded energy sources can be highly increased and almost eliminate the necessity to

dissipate energy in braking resistors.
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Appendix

Appendix A. Results for the speed profiles used in the parameters identification

This annex presents the power distribution between the system sources, the states of charge of the

energy storage elements and the voltage on the DC bus, for 3 different speed profiles provided by

the organizers of the IEEE VTS Motor Vehicles Challenge. These results were obtained using the

same EMS. The EMS used is the presented one in the Chapter 3.1 and its parameters were tuned

using the methodology presented in the Chapter 4.

Each profile is characterized by its maximum speed. The maximum speeds are 50km/h, 100km/h,

140km/h and the speed profiles are called respectively P50, P100 and P140.

Speed profiles provided the organizers of the IEEE VTS Motor Vehicles Challenge
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Figure 19. Traction + auxiliaries power and Speed profile P140

Appendix B. Locomotive Characteristics

This appendix presents the locomotive characteristic such as their physical, electrical and

mechanical components. The Table 3 presents the general locomotive parameters, Table 5, Table

6 and Table 7 present the parameters for the Fuel Cell system, battery system and supercapacitor

system respectively. The Table 4 presents the objetive function elements related to the cos per

unit of primary energy. . All this information is provided by the IEEE Motor Vehicles Challenge

Organizators Lhomme et al. (2018a)

Table 3
Main parameters of the studied locomotive

Locomotive

Mass 140t
Maximal speed 140km/h
Number of traction drive 4

DC bus

Voltage range of the DC bus 1000−1900V
Capacity of the DC bus 40mF

DC overhead line

Voltage of the catenary 1500V
Resistance per unit of length 0.1Ω/km
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Figure 20. New EMS - P50
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Table 4
Cost calculation

Cost calculation

cost of the electricity network per unit of energy 70eMWh
cost of the hydrogen per unit of hydrogen mass 3ekg
cost of the fuel cell per unit of power 40e/kW
cost of the supercapacitors per unit of Farad 8e∈ /F
cost of the supercapacitors per unit of energy 7900e/kWh
cost of the battery per unit of energy 200e/kWh

Table 5
Fuel Cell Characteristics

Fuel Cell

Type of fuel cell PEMFC
Number of cells in series 350
Number of modules in parallel 2
Voltage range of a cell 0.3−0.75V
Active surface of a cell 950cm2

Maximal variation rate of the current 50A/s
Maximal current of a cell 1400A
Minimal current of a cell 0A
Rated power of a cell 570W
Rated power of the fuel cell system 399kW
Efficiency range of the chopper 90%−96.5%
Maximal power of the chopper 500kW
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Table 6
Battery Characteristics

Battery

Type of battery LiFePO4
Number of cells in series 158
Number of branches in parallel 10
Total number of cells 1580
Rated capacity of a cell 160Ah
Rated voltage of a cell 3.8V
Maximal voltage of a cell (charge) 4.0V
Minimal voltage of a cell (discharge) 2.8V
Maximal current of a cell 2C = 320A
Minimal current of a cell −0.5C =−80A
Minimal state of charge 20%
Initial state of charge 70%
Rated energy of the battery 935kWh
Usable energy of the battery 748kWh
Efficiency range of the chopper 95%−98.8%
Maximal power of the chopper 2MW
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Table 7
Supercapacitors Characteristics

Supercapacitors

Type of electrolyte Organic
Number of SC in series 280
Number of branches in parallel 5
Total number of cells 1400
Rated capacity of a cell 5000F
Rated voltage of a cell 2.7V
Maximal current of a cell 1900A
Minimal current of a cell −1900A
Minimal state of charge 35%
Initial state of charge 80%
Rated energy of the supercapacitors 7.09kWh
Usable energy of the supercapacitors 4.61kWh
Efficiency range of the chopper 85%−94.3%
Maximal power of the chopper 2MW
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Figure 21. New EMS - P100
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Figure 22. New EMS - P140
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Figure 23. Results speed profiles with second H2 consumption model - P50
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Figure 24. Results speed profiles with second H2 consumption model - P100
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Figure 25. Results speed profiles with second H2 consumption model - P140
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